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Short Description

The CHALLENGER Prime membrane gaming keyboard packs a whole lot of features at a budget friendly price.
The backlighting system features red, blue, and purple LEDs for static and pulse lighting; Brightness can
further adjusted via the dial in the front center of the keyboard. As with the CHALLENGER series of
keyboards, the CHALLENGER Prime also features onboard memory for setting the dedicate macro keys. In
addition, there are multimedia keys, shortcut keys, repeat rate and poll rate adjustment keys.

Description

The CHALLENGER Prime membrane gaming keyboard packs a whole lot of features at a budget friendly price.
The backlighting system features red, blue, and purple LEDs for static and pulse lighting; Brightness can
further adjusted via the dial in the front center of the keyboard. As with the CHALLENGER series of
keyboards, the CHALLENGER Prime also features onboard memory for setting the dedicate macro keys. In
addition, there are multimedia keys, shortcut keys, repeat rate and poll rate adjustment keys.

Features

STYLIZED GAMING DESIGN
The CHALLENGER Prime features an aggressive styling in the keyboard frame to add to your gaming
atmosphere. The keyboard is an essential weapon when you game, so it should look like one too!
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3 COLOR BACKLIGHTING, with FINE BRIGHTNESS ADJUSTMENT
The CHALLENGER Prime features 3 color backlighting (in Blue, Red, and Purple). Lighting configurations
include Pulse lighting mode and static lighting. There’s a dial in the top center of the keyboard to allow for
fine brightness adjustment.

Macro functions and key switching
The CHALLENGER Prime comes with 6 dedicated macro keys, which amounts to 18 programmable macros
when paired up with the 3 storable profiles. Switch between profiles with the dedicated M1, M2, and M3 keys.
In addition to macro functions, the WASD and arrow keys may be toggled to have their functions switched
interchangeably. Via software, users can map keys to another one to switch their function (re-mapped keys
only show up in Game Mode, in Normal mode all keys return to their regular functions)

Highly functional keyset
The CHALLENGER Prime features multimedia keys, shortcut keys, lighting keys, game mode / normal mode
toggle keys, and adjustment keys for both repeat rate and polling rate along the top of the keyboard. Offering
extreme convenience at your fingertips.

Anti-Spill Design
The CHALLENGER Prime comes with drainage holes at designated areas in the keyboard frame to help avoid
accidents due to spills.

ANTI-GHOSTING FUNCTION
With the N-key rollover, the CHALLENGER PRIME KEYBOARD will allow you to hit combinations of keys at once
to make sure your gaming session is as fluid as it can be.

Specifications

Color BLACK

Interface USB

Membrane, Mechanical, Plunger MEMBRANE

On-Board Fan Device NO

Anti-Ghosting Keys 24 keys

No. of Game Profiles 3
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No. of Macro Keys 6 x 3

Polling Rate 1000 HZ

Back-Light YES, 3-Color

Wrist Rest YES, UNDETACHABLE

Graphical UI YES

On-Board Audio Jacks NO

Smart Cable Management NO

Gold-Plated USB NO

USB Cable Detachable NO

Multimedia Keys 9 key

On-Board USB Port NO

Keystroke Lifecycle 10 MILLION

Cable Length 1.5M BRAIDED

Dimension (LxWxH) 508x239x24mm

Other Features Adjustable brightness via dial
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Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU KB-CHM-MBBLUS-01

Weight 3.0000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

Keyboard Style Illuminated

Keyboard Switch Type Membrane

LED Color Red/Blue/Purple

Special Price $22.49


